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Beginning Build and Release
Management with TFS 2017 and
VSTS 2017-06-01
master build and release management with team
foundation service and visual studio team
services to facilitate the continuous delivery
of software updates to your development team
you ll receive detailed practical guidance on
automating website deployments in azure app
service database deployments to azure platform
micro services deployments in azure service
fabric and more each deployment is structured
with the aid of hands on lessons in a given
target environment designed to empower your
teams to achieve successful devops this book
provides lessons on how to optimize build
release management definitions using
capabilities such as task groups with the help
of practical scenarios you ll also learn how
to diagnose and fix issues in automated builds
and deployments you ll see how to enhance the
capability of build and release management
using team services tfs marketplace extensions
and writing your own extensions for any
missing functionality via hands on lessons
what you will learn automate deployment to
azure platform including app service azure sql
and azure service fabric test automation
integration with builds and deployments



perform dynamic crm deployment handling and
package management with tfs vsts examine
requirement to production delivery
traceability in practical terms review cross
platform build deployment capabilities of tfs
vsts who this book is for build release
engineers configuration managers software
developers test automation engineers system
engineers software architects and system
production support engineers or anyone who
handles and involves in the software delivery
process

C#Builder Kick Start 2004
bull borland authorized introduction to c
builder the first full featured alternative to
microsoft visual studio net bull c builder
offers special features designed to assist the
more than 3 million delphi and jbuilder users
with the transition to net without leaving the
borland tools they ve invested in for years
bull c builder kick start is fully supported
by borland and developed with their
cooperation to be the book of choice for c
builder

Professional C# 7 and .NET



Core 2.0 2018-03-21
the professional s guide to c 7 with expert
guidance on the newest features professional c
7 and net core 2 0 provides experienced
programmers with the information they need to
work effectively with the world s leading
programming language the latest c update added
many new features that help you get more done
in less time and this book is your ideal guide
for getting up to speed quickly c 7 focuses on
data consumption code simplification and
performance with new support for local
functions tuple types record types pattern
matching non nullable reference types
immutable types and better support for
variables improvements to visual studio will
bring significant changes to the way c
developers interact with the space bringing
net to non microsoft platforms and
incorporating tools from other platforms like
docker gulp and npm guided by a leading net
expert and steeped in real world practicality
this guide is designed to get you up to date
and back to work with microsoft speeding up
its release cadence while offering more
significant improvement with each update it
has never been more important to get a handle
on new tools and features quickly this book is
designed to do just that and more everything
you need to know about c is right here in the



single volume resource on every developer s
shelf tour the many new and enhanced features
packed into c 7 and net core 2 0 learn how the
latest visual studio update makes developers
jobs easier streamline your workflow with a
new focus on code simplification and
performance enhancement delve into
improvements made for localization networking
diagnostics deployments and more whether you
re entirely new to c or just transitioning to
c 7 having a solid grasp of the latest
features allows you to exploit the language s
full functionality to create robust high
quality apps professional c 7 and net core 2 0
is the one stop guide to everything you need
to know

Maximizing .NET Performance
2008-01-01
full analysis of performance characteristics
of the net framework including actual
benchmark results information on the internals
of the net framework and exposure to the
various elements that make up the net
framework description of tools and techniques
for identifying performance problems
developers may encounter references to sources
of further information on various performance
topics written by a microsoft mvp in a



technically unique style and of the highest
quality

Beginning ASP.NET for Visual
Studio 2015 2016-01-26
the complete guide to the productivity and
performance enhancements in asp net beginning
asp net for visual studio 2015 is your
ultimate guide to the latest upgrade of this
historically popular framework fully updated
to align with the vnext release this new
edition walks you through the new tools and
features that make your workflow smoother and
your applications stronger you ll get up to
speed on the productivity and performance
improvements and learn how microsoft has
committed itself to more continuous innovation
by increasing its release cadence for all
products and services going forward coverage
includes async aware debugging ado net idle
connection resiliency managed return value
inspection asp net app suspension on demand
large object heap compaction multi core jit
and more the news of an off cycle update to
asp net came as a surprise but its
announcement garnered cheers at the 2014
microsoft build conference this guide shows
you what all the fuss is about and how
microsoft overhauled the latest asp net



release get acquainted with the new developer
productivity features master the new tools
that build better applications discover what s
new in windows store app development learn how
microsoft fixed the issues that kept you from
v5 over 38 million websites are currently
using asp net and the new upgrade is already
leading to increased adoption programmers need
to master v6 to remain relevant as web
development moves forward beginning asp net
for visual studio 2015 walks you through the
details and shows you what you need to know so
you can get up and running quickly

Special Edition Using Visual
C++.NET 2002
special edition using visual c net is a
comprehensive resource to help readers
leverage the exciting new features of visual c
net as well as port their existing skills to
the new net development environment the book
shows how both win32 and net applications work
not only instructing the reader in the use of
microsoft s visual c wizards but also showing
what the wizards create a variety of
programming tasks from simple dialog boxes to
database and internet programming are included
because of the new net platform developers in
any of 17 languages including visual c will



use the same class libraries to construct high
performance applications se using visual c net
will not only cover the new version of the
software but also how to get maximum
programming results from combining several
languages into one project related
technologies such as xml and xslt are also
covered along with integrating visual c code
with visual basic and c code

Recent Advances in Network
Simulation 2019-05-21
this book provides a comprehensive
introduction to the omnet simulation
environment and an overview of its ecosystem
of ever growing frameworks which provide
simulation models for diverse communication
systems protocols and standards the book
covers the most recent advances of the three
key points in the omnet environment 1 the
latest features that are being added to omnet
itself including improvements in the
visualization options in data processing etc 2
a comprehensive description of the current
state of development and the work in progress
of the main simulation frameworks covering
several aspects of communication such as
vehicular cellular and sensor networks 3 the
latest advances and novel developments coming



from a large research community the
presentation is guided through use cases and
examples always keeping in mind the practical
and research purposes of the simulation
process includes an introduction to the omnet
simulation framework and its main features
gives a comprehensive overview of ongoing
research topics that exploits omnet as the
simulation environment provides examples and
uses cases focusing on the practical aspects
of simulation

Professional Visual Basic 2010
and .NET 4 2010-07-15
intermediate and advanced coverage of visual
basic 2010 and net 4 for professional
developers if you ve already covered the
basics and want to dive deep into vb and net
topics that professional programmers use most
this is your book you ll find a quick review
of introductory topics always helpful before
the author team of experts moves you quickly
into such topics as data access with ado net
language integrated query linq security asp
net web programming with visual basic windows
workflow threading and more you ll explore all
the new features of visual basic 2010 as well
as all the essential functions that you need
including net features such as linq to sql



linq to xml wcf and more plus you ll examine
exception handling and debugging visual studio
features and asp net web programming expert
author team helps you master the tools and
techniques you need most for professional
programming reviews why visual basic 2010 will
be synonymous with writing code in visual
studio 2010 focuses on net features such as
linq linq to sql linq to xml wpf workflow and
more discusses exception handling and
debugging data access with ado net visual
studio features for visual basic developers
windows programming with windows forms asp net
web programming with vb communication
interfaces windows workflow and threading this
wrox guide presents you with updated coverage
on topics you need to know now

ASP.NET Web API 2: Building a
REST Service from Start to
Finish 2014-08-07
the asp net mvc framework has always been a
good platform on which to implement rest based
services but the introduction of the asp net
api framework raised the bar to a whole new
level now in release version 2 1 the api
framework has evolved into a powerful and
refreshingly usable platform this concise book
provides technical background and guidance



that will enable you to best use the asp net
api 2 framework to build world class rest
services new content in this edition includes
new capabilities in api 2 currently version 2
1 support for partial updates or patch api
versioning support for legacy soap based
operations how to handle non resource apis
using rest how to best expose relationships
between resources json tokens cors csrf get
ready for authors jamie kurtz and brian
wortman to take you from zero to rest service
hero in no time at all no prior experience
with asp net api is required all api related
concepts are introduced from basic principles
and developed to the point where you can use
them in a production system a good working
knowledge of c and the net framework are the
only prerequisites to best benefit from this
book

Performance Tuning and
Optimizing ASP.NET
Applications 2003-04-01
the authors make performance issues the
central topic with very in depth discussion
and examples



Building Applications and
Components with Visual Basic
.NET 2004
ted pattison is a revered visual basic
developer trainer and author addresses the
main stumbling point keeping experienced
visual basic 6 developers from migrating to
visual basic net provides not only a deep
conceptual understanding of object oriented
theory from a visual basic perspective but
also a practical guide to using modern oop
concepts effectively

ASP.NET Core 2 and Vue.js
2018-07-30
leverage asp net core 2 0 web api and the
power of vue js at the client side to create
modern applications from scratch key features
create fast rich and reactive client side
applications with vue js and asp net core
leverage vue components efficiently to build
state of the art user interfaces work with
vuex and nuxt js to build asp net core based
applications that are powerful consistent and
maintainable book description this book will
walk you through the process of developing an
e commerce application from start to finish



utilizing an asp net core web api and vue js
single page application spa frontend we will
build the application using a featureslice
approach whereby in each chapter we will add
the required frontend and backend changes to
complete an entire feature in the early
chapters we ll keep things fairly simple to
get you started but by the end of the book you
ll be utilizing some advanced concepts such as
server side rendering and continuous
integration and deployment you will learn how
to set up and configure a modern development
environment for building asp net core web apis
and vue js spa frontends you will also learn
about how asp net core differs from its
predecessors and how we can utilize those
changes to our benefit finally you will learn
the fundamentals of building modern frontend
applications using vue js as well as some of
the more advanced concepts which can help make
you more productive in your own applications
in the future what you will learn setup a
modern development environment for building
both client side and server side code use vue
cli to scaffold front end applications build
and compose a set of vue js components setup
and configure client side routing to introduce
multiple pages into a spa integrate popular
css frameworks with vue js to build a product
catalogue build a functioning shopping cart
that persists its contents across browser



sessions build client side forms with
immediate validation feedback using an open
source library dedicated to vue js form
validation refactor backend application to use
the openiddict library who this book is for
this book is aimed at asp net developers who
are looking for an entry point in learning how
to build a modern client side spa with vue js
or those with a basic understanding of vue js
who are looking to build on their knowledge
and apply it to a real world application
knowledge of javascript is not necessary but
would be an advantage

Programming .NET Components
2005-07-27
brilliantly compiled by author juval lowy
programming net components second edition is
the consummate introduction to the microsoft
net framework the technology of choice for
building components on windows platforms from
its many lessons tips and guidelines readers
will learn how to use the net framework to
program reusable maintainable and robust
components following in the footsteps of its
best selling predecessor programming net
components second edition has been updated to
cover net 2 0 it remains one of the few
practical books available on this topic this



invaluable resource is targeted at anyone who
develops complex or enterprise level
applications with the net platform an ever
widening market in fact nearly two million
microsoft developers worldwide now work on
such systems programming net components second
edition begins with a look at the fundamentals
of component oriented programming and then
progresses from there it takes the time to
carefully examine how components can simplify
and add flexibility to complex applications by
allowing users to extend their capabilities
next the book introduces a variety of net
essentials as well as net development
techniques within this discussion on component
development a separate chapter is devoted to
each critical development feature including
asynchronous calls serialization remoting
security and more all the while hazardous
programming pitfalls are pointed out saving
the reader from experiencing them the hard way
a net expert and noted authority on component
oriented programming lowy uses his unique
access to microsoft technical teams to the
best possible advantage conveying detailed
insider information in easy to grasp activity
filled language this hands on approach is
designed to allow individuals to learn by
doing rather than just reading indeed after
digesting programming net components second
edition readers should be able to start



developing net components immediately
programming net components second edition is
the consummate introduction to the microsoft
net framework the technology of choice for
building components on windows platforms from
its many lessons tips and guidelines readers
will learn how to use the net framework to
program reusable maintainable and robust
components following in the footsteps of its
best selling predecessor programming net
components second edition has been updated to
cover net 2 0 this invaluable resource is
targeted at anyone who develops complex or
enterprise level applications with the net
platform an ever widening market

C# 5.0 Unleashed 2013-04-17
buy the print c 5 0 unleashed and get the
ebook version for free see inside the book for
access code and details c 5 0 unleashed is for
anyone who wants to learn the c programming
language in depth understanding how language
features truly work while giving you those
insights you learn where and how to use the
features to design various kinds of software
this book not only teaches the language s
capabilities it also looks behind the scenes
to build a solid foundation to aid you in
understanding the net platform as a whole bart
de smet offers exceptional insight into the



features of both the language and microsoft s
broader framework he doesn t just cover the
what and how of effective c programming he
explains the why so you can consistently
choose the right language and platform
features maximizing your efficiency and
effectiveness the early chapters introduce the
net platform the tooling ecosystem and the c
programming language followed by in depth
coverage of the c programming language itself
with immediate application of language
features the last chapters give an overview of
the net framework libraries about which every
good developer on the platform should know
understand the net platform its language
support libraries tools and more learn where c
fits how it has evolved and where it s headed
master essential language features including
expressions operators types objects and
methods efficiently manage exceptions and
resources write more effective c object
oriented code make the most of generics
collections delegates reflection and other
advanced language features use linq to express
queries for any form of data master dynamic
programming techniques built on net s dynamic
language runtime dlr work with namespaces
assemblies and application domains write more
efficient code using threading synchronization
and advanced parallel programming techniques
leverage the base class library bcl to quickly



perform many common tasks instrument diagnose
test and troubleshoot your c code understand
how to use the new c 5 0 asynchronous
programming features leverage interoperability
with windows runtime to build windows 8
applications

Improving your C# Skills
2019-02-26
conquer complex and interesting programming
challenges by building robust and concurrent
applications with caches cryptography and
parallel programming key featuresunderstand
how to use net frameworks like the task
parallel library tpl and cryptoapidevelop a
containerized application based on
microservices architecturegain insights into
memory management techniques in net corebook
description this learning path shows you how
to create high performing applications and
solve programming challenges using a wide
range of c features you ll begin by learning
how to identify the bottlenecks in writing
programs highlight common performance pitfalls
and apply strategies to detect and resolve
these issues early you ll also study the
importance of micro services architecture for
building fast applications and implementing
resiliency and security in net core then you



ll study the importance of defining and
testing boundaries abstracting away third
party code and working with different types of
test double such as spies mocks and fakes in
addition to describing programming trade offs
this learning path will also help you build a
useful toolkit of techniques including value
caching statistical analysis and geometric
algorithms this learning path includes content
from the following packt products c 7 and net
core 2 0 high performance by ovais mehboob
ahmed khanpractical test driven development
using c 7 by john callaway clayton huntthe
modern c challenge by rod stephenswhat you
will learnmeasure application performance
using benchmarkdotnetleverage the task
parallel library tpl and parallel language
integrated query plinq library to perform
asynchronous operationsmodify a legacy
application to make it testableuse linq and
plinq to search directories for files matching
patternsfind areas of polygons using geometric
operationsrandomize arrays and lists with
extension methodsuse cryptographic techniques
to encrypt and decrypt strings and fileswho
this book is for if you want to improve the
speed of your code and optimize the
performance of your applications or are simply
looking for a practical resource on test
driven development this is the ideal learning
path for you some familiarity with c and net



will be beneficial

Professional C# 5.0 and .NET
4.5.1 2014-02-19
comprehensive advanced coverage of c 5 0 and
net 4 5 1 whether you re a c guru or
transitioning from c c staying up to date is
critical to your success professional c 5 0
and net 4 5 1 is your go to guide for
navigating the programming environment for the
windows platform after a quick refresher of
the c basics the team of expert authors dives
in to c 5 0 and updates for net 4 5 1 includes
different behaviors for net 4 5 1 and the
changes to visual studio 2013 changes to asp
net core forms mvc and api updated windows 8
deployments and localization event logs and
data flow shuffling of ado net entity
framework additions to windows workflow
foundation new windows runtime 2 0 updates

Xcode Tools Sensei (First
Edition) 2003
this book enables intermediate and advanced
programmers the kind of depth that s really
needed such as advanced window functionality
macros advanced debugging and add ins etc with
this book developers will learn the vs net



development environment from top to bottom

Mastering Visual Studio .NET
2010-06-25
this book introduces you to the features and
capabilities that asp net 4 offers and
explains the foundation that asp net provides
it covers each major new feature included in
asp net 4 in detail retaining the unique c and
vb dual language coverage this edition retains
many great features from previous versions
including both printed and downloadable vb and
c code examples other expert coverage include
iis and the provider model site navigation
design debugging modules and handlers
silverlight css ajax and the ajax control
toolkit jquery and mvc

Professional ASP.NET 4 in C#
and VB 2008-02-22
net 3 5 is microsoft s largest development
software launch since net 2 0 and unlike net 3
0 completely replaces all previous net
versions a new version of visual studio visual
studio orcas is being created for the new
framework together with new versions of both
the c and visual basic languages this book
deals with this new c language and provides



developers with a complete treatise on the new
technology explaining the importance of all
the new features lambda expressions linq asp
net ajax wpf everywhere and how they integrate
into the framework of the previous net
versions it is a comprehensively revised and
updated version of the author s previous award
winning titles

Pro C# 2008 and the .NET 3.5
Platform 2001-12-29
contributors include jim chandler jacob grass
kevin grossnicklaus uday kranti niit rob
teixeira and yancey jones visual basic net
bible covers everything you need to get up and
runningwith this much changed version of
visual basic and to begin creating
applications for the new microsoft net
platform

Visual Basic .Net Bible
2011-01-04
c 4 0 unleashed is a practical reference
focusing on the c language and the net
platform as a whole while covering the
language in lots of detail it also provides
enough coverage of various popular net
technologies and techniques such as debugging



for the reader to be successful on the net
platform the in depth coverage of the language
features is crucial to the success of a
developer knowing exactly where and why to use
certain language features can boost efficiency
significantly this book differs from other
works by going into enough depth on how things
work while not being a clone of the formal
language specification concise anecdotes with
concrete samples illustrate how certain
language features behave and also point out
possible caveats in using them on the side of
platform coverage the author provides a gentle
introduction to the wide landscape of the net
platform following a logical structure that
reflects the high level architecture of an
application presentation logic data
connectivity etc in the net part of the book
there s coverage of relevant new technologies
such as cloud computing modeling and parallel
programming things that will gain much more
attention moving forward provides valuable
insight into the c language and the net
framework not just what but also the how and
why of the language and framework features
covers using c with new major technologies
such as cloud computing sharepoint and asp net
mvc author is microsoft insider will be day
and date with the release of c 4 0



C# 4.0 Unleashed 2004
bull there are many books on software
engineering and many books on net but this is
the first to bring them together bull the
authors use an extended case study with each
chapter building on the previous one involving
readers at every stage bull by the end the
reader has created a really cool working
imaging application while learning best
practices of software development in net

NET 2018-05-31
building complete e commerce shopping cart
application key features follow best practices
and explore techniques such as clustering and
caching to achieve a reactive scalable web
service leverage the net framework to quickly
implement restful endpoints learn to implement
a client library for a restful web service
using asp net core book description rest is an
architectural style that tackles the
challenges of building scalable web services
in today s connected world apis have taken a
central role on the web apis provide the
fabric through which systems interact and rest
has become synonymous with apis the depth
breadth and ease of use of asp net core makes
it a breeze for developers to work with for
building robust web apis this book takes you



through the design of restful web services and
leverages the asp net core framework to
implement these services this book begins by
introducing you to the basics of the
philosophy behind rest you ll go through the
steps of designing and implementing an
enterprise grade restful web service this book
takes a practical approach that you can apply
to your own circumstances this book brings
forth the power of the latest net core release
working with mvc later you will learn about
the use of the framework to explore approaches
to tackle resilience security and scalability
concerns you will explore the steps to improve
the performance of your applications you ll
also learn techniques to deal with security in
web apis and discover how to implement unit
and integration test strategies by the end of
the book you will have a complete
understanding of building a client for restful
web services along with some scaling
techniques what you will learn add basic
authentication to your restful api create a
carts controller and orders controller to
manage and process orders intercept http
requests and responses by building your own
middleware test service calls using postman
and advanced rest client secure your data
application using annotations who this book is
for this book is intended for those who want
to learn to build restful web services with



the latest net core framework to make best use
of the code samples included in the book you
should have a basic knowledge of c and net
core

Building RESTful Web Services
with .NET Core 2005
microsoft visual basic net 2003 unleashed is a
premium reference guide and a must have for
anyone currently developing or beginning to
develop net applications a primer on the basic
fundamentals of net programming is
supplemented by plenty of practical
application development covering virtually
every aspect of net programming it is a
comprehensive easy to use book designed to lay
flat making it an ideal desk reference you
will also receive access to an online
reference tool that contains fully searchable
content and code samples unleashed will give
you the knowledge you crave to master visual
basic net 2003

Microsoft Visual Basic .NET
2003 Unleashed 1997-12-01
for more than 20 years network world has been
the premier provider of information
intelligence and insight for network and it



executives responsible for the digital nervous
systems of large organizations readers are
responsible for designing implementing and
managing the voice data and video systems
their companies use to support everything from
business critical applications to employee
collaboration and electronic commerce

Network World 2012
learn how to build key aspects of web cloud
and mobile solutions by combining f with
various net and open source technologies with
helpful examples this hands on book shows you
how to tackle concurrency asynchrony and other
server side challenges you ll quickly learn
how to be productive with f whether you want
to integrate the language into your existing
web application or use it to create the next
twitter if you re a mid to senior level net
programmer you ll discover how this expressive
functional first language helps you write
robust maintainable and reusable solutions
that scale easily and target multiple devices
use f with asp net mvc asp net api wcf windows
azure html5 css3 jquery mobile and other tools
build next generation asp net mvc 4 web
applications using f to do the heavy lifting
on the server create wcf soap and http web
services develop f web applications and
services that run on windows azure build



scalable solutions that allow reuse by mobile
and web front ends use f with the websharper
and pit frameworks to build end to end web
stacks

Building Web, Cloud, and
Mobile Solutions with F♯ 2001
the designing visual basic net applications
book is a desktop reference that helps the
visual basic developer get up to speed on net
as fast as possible while avoiding topics
experienced developers are already familiar
with it encompasses all language enhancements
to visual basic and explains the net framework
concepts and real world examples of their use
it includes object models for developing ado
net asp net soap and xml the book covers best
practices web development project coverage
data access method code examples featuring the
newly released ado net detailed info on
security features and helps you migrate old
visual basic projects to net in addition the
book includes helpful checklists and models to
aid developers in project planning and
migration

Designing Visual Basic.NET



Applications 2023-07-11
build fully featured apis with asp net core
this all practical guide is written like a
real development project taking you hands on
with modern apis utilizing rest and graphql
standards in building apis with asp net core
you will learn how to set up your environment
with vs 2022 node git and more create a asp
net core project from scratch integrate with
sql server use entity framework core to set up
a data model create back end controllers
design an api to serve data write api
documentation using swagger and swashbuckle
consume an api using typical web client side
frameworks handle requests and routes using
controllers and minimal api release and deploy
your api in production on cloud based hosting
services such as ms azure building apis with
asp net core is a practical beginner s guide
to creating your first web apis using asp net
core in it you ll develop an api that feeds
web based services including websites and
mobile apps for a board games application the
book is cleverly structured to mirror a real
world development project with each chapter
introducing a new feature request you ll build
your api with an ecosystem of asp net core
tools that help simplify everything from
setting up your data model to generating
documentation about the technology apis are



the front door to an application providing
controlled access to its data and features asp
net core microsoft s web framework simplifies
and accelerates api creation with powerful
developer friendly features including an
innovative no compile coding experience it is
reliable fast free open source and backed by
microsoft s legendary support about the book
building apis with asp net core teaches you
how to write safe maintainable and performant
rest apis it s full of best practices for
modern and classic api styles including rest
and graphql you ll love the groundbreaking
minimal api model that helps you build pro
quality apis with just a few lines of code
each chapter contains realistic user stories
backlog items and development tasks what s
inside create an asp net core project from
scratch set up a data model with entity
framework core create backend controllers
design an api to serve data about the reader
for developers with some experience using the
net framework about the author valerio de
sanctis has more than 20 years of experience
in web development and project management
using asp net php and java table of contents
part 1 getting started 1 apis at a glance 2
our first web api project 3 restful principles
and guidelines part 2 basic concepts 4 working
with data 5 crud operations 6 data validation
and error handling part 3 advanced concepts 7



application logging 8 caching techniques 9
authentication and authorization 10 beyond
rest part 4 toward production 11 api
documentation 12 release and deployment

Building Web APIs with ASP.NET
Core 2002
current developers value their time for many
consulting rates start at 35 to 50 an hour
their time is very valuable thus reading an
800 page book becomes very expensive at
conferences such as microsoft s pdc and tech
ed these developers often are asking for short
concise books full of information asp net for
developers just that a concise book that
focuses on teaching the reader asp net using
visual basic net the book starts by presenting
the key concepts with using asp net and visual
basic net because the reader is assumed to be
an experienced developer this information is
presente

ASP.NET for Developers
2008-12-10
opengl which has been bound in c is a seasoned
graphics library for scientists and engineers
as we know java is a rapidly growing language
becoming the de facto standard of computer



science learning and application development
platform as many undergraduate computer
science programs are adopting java in place of
c c released by sun microsystems in june 2003
the recent opengl binding with java jogl
provides students scientists and engineers a
new venue of graphics learning research and
applications overview this book aims to be a
shortcut to graphics theory and programming in
jogl specifically it covers opengl programming
in java using jogl along with concise computer
graphics theories it covers all graphics
basics and several advanced topics without
including some implementation details that are
not necessary in graphics applications it also
covers some basic concepts in java programming
for c c programmers it is designed as a
textbook for students who know programming
basics already it is an excellent shortcut to
learn 3d graphics for scientists and engineers
who understand java programming it is also a
good reference for c c graphics vi preface
programmers to learn java and jogl this book
is a companion to guide to graphics software
tools springer verlag new york isbn 0 387
95049 4 which covers a smaller graphics area
with similar examples in c but has a
comprehensive list of graphics software tools
organization and features this book concisely
introduces graphics theory and programming in
java with jogl



Foundations of 3D Graphics
Programming 2020-07-08
this book gathers peer reviewed contributions
presented at the 2nd rilem international
conference on concrete and digital fabrication
digital concrete held online and hosted by the
eindhoven university of technology the
netherlands from 6 9 july 2020 focusing on
additive and automated manufacturing
technologies for the fabrication of
cementitious construction materials such as 3d
concrete printing powder bed printing and
shotcrete 3d printing the papers highlight the
latest findings in this fast growing field
addressing topics like mixture design
admixtures rheology and fresh state behavior
alternative materials microstructure cold
joints interfaces mechanical performance
reinforcement structural engineering
durability and sustainability automation and
industrialization

Second RILEM International
Conference on Concrete and
Digital Fabrication 2023-07-21
explore techniques to design and implement low
latency applications and study the impact of



latency reduction purchase of the print or
kindle book includes a free pdf ebook key
features understand the impact application
performance latencies have on different
business use cases develop a deep
understanding of c features for low latency
applications through real world examples and
performance data learn how to build all the
components of a c electronic trading system
from scratch book description c is
meticulously designed with efficiency
performance and flexibility as its core
objectives however real time low latency
applications demand a distinct set of
requirements particularly in terms of
performance latencies with this book you ll
gain insights into the performance
requirements for low latency applications and
the c features critical to achieving the
required performance latencies you ll also
solidify your understanding of the c
principles and techniques as you build a low
latency system in c from scratch you ll
understand the similarities between such
applications recognize the impact of
performance latencies on business and grasp
the reasons behind the extensive efforts
invested in minimizing latencies using a step
by step approach you ll embark on a low
latency app development journey by building an
entire electronic trading system encompassing



a matching engine market data handlers order
gateways and trading algorithms all in c
additionally you ll get to grips with
measuring and optimizing the performance of
your trading system by the end of this book
you ll have a comprehensive understanding of
how to design and build low latency
applications in c from the ground up while
effectively minimizing performance latencies
what you will learn gain insights into the
nature of low latency applications across
various industries understand how to design
and implement low latency applications explore
c design paradigms and features for low
latency development discover which c features
are best avoided in low latency development
implement best practices and c features for
low latency measure performance and improve
latencies in the trading system who this book
is for this book is for c developers who want
to gain expertise in low latency applications
and effective design and development
strategies c software engineers looking to
apply their knowledge to low latency trading
systems such as hft will find this book useful
to understand which c features matter and
which ones to avoid quantitative researchers
in the trading industry eager to delve into
the intricacies of low latency implementation
will also benefit from this book familiarity
with linux and the c programming language is a



prerequisite for this book

Building Low Latency
Applications with C++ 2005
the first book on doing net development in an
open source environment with appeal to both
net and open source programmers

Open Source .Net Development
2007
stay ahead of the game with this comprehensive
guide to the c programming language well known
c expert rod stephens gives novice and
experienced developers a comprehensive
tutorial and reference to standard c this new
title fully covers the latest c language
standard c 5 0 as well as its implementation
in the 2013 release of visual studio the
author provides exercises and solutions and
his c helper website will provide readers and
students with ongoing support this resource is
packed with tips tricks tutorials examples and
exercises and is the perfect professional
companion for programmers who want to stay
ahead of the game author rod stephens is a
well known programming authority and has
written more than 25 programming books
covering c java vb and other languages his



books have sold more than 150 000 copies in
multiple editions this book s useful exercises
and solutions are designed to support training
and higher education adoptions learn the full
range of c programming language features
quickly locate information for specific
language features in the reference section
familiarize yourself with handling data types
variables constants and much more experiment
with editing and debugging code and using linq
beginning through intermediate level
programmers will benefit from the accessible
style of c 5 0 programmer s reference and will
have access to its comprehensive range of more
advanced topics additional support and
complementary material are provided at the c
helper website csharphelper com stay up to
date and improve your programming skills with
this invaluable resource

MSDN Magazine 2014-04-22
this is the authoritative reference for
understanding and using the netbeans
integrated development environment for
creating new software with java contains a
detailed tutorial



C# 5.0 Programmer's Reference
2003
provides advice on ways to ensure network
security covering such topics as dns apache
web server openldap email encryption cyrus
imap service and ftp server

NetBeans: The Definitive Guide
2006
this comprehensive book offers you everything
you ll need to make the transition to the
newest version of the world s most popular
programming language you ll get detailed
information on how to use vb 2005 in the ever
expanding net world using both essential
explanations of the topics and key code
demonstrations and you ll learn how to build
everything from traditional console
applications to asp net applications and xml
services so you can take your abilities to new
levels

The Build Master: Microsoft'S
Software Configuration



Management Best Practices 2005

Linux Server Security
2007-06-05

Professional VB 2005 with .NET
3.0
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